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OUR LETTER

TO THE PATRONS: Since we are truly Pioneers this year in the initial year at Simon Kenton, we have started the new responsibility of one cast for the annual Senior play. Each of us realizes that now as we are emerging into a real world of work that not all of us can be the star or captain so have each done our bit as cooperative members of a working crew. We hope that our start will lead the way for a regular dramatic department with its various activities and units. Next year you had better be careful for our property mistress might wing her way into your home and add an additional chair to our furniture collection, or you better watch that old trunk in the attic, because we'd really like it's content for our wardrobe department.

Each of us has had our responsibilities to make this show tick and if you are pleased with our farce we feel more than repaid for the pleasure of presenting THE GHOST PARADE for you.

With sincere appreciation for your patronage

Members of the first Senior Class of Simon Kenton
SENIOR CLASS OF SINCE KENTON SCHOOL

presents

THE GHOST PARADE

a farce comedy

CAST (in order of appearance)

ABSOL M. HAMES ........................................... W. C. SCHMIDLER
SHERIFF ......................................................... PAUL McKINLEY
RASTUS ....................................................... GEORGE ANDERSON
HIRAM ........................................................ HERBERT HOFFMAN
HIGGENBOTTOM ............................................... RICHARD JONES
JONAS ........................................................ RAYMOND HOUSE
M. TILDA ...................................................... ANNE M. STERS
MAMIE ROSE ................................................... DALE GRAY
ANIE ........................................................ MELEA WARE
ALECK SMART ................................................ G. K. GREGORY, JR.
TED LEWIS ...................................................... JCE FISK
MISS ABIGAL ................................................ HELEN STEVENS
BILLY ........................................................ MARY ELIZABETH HAYES
CLAUDIA ...................................................... MARGARET MASTERS
FLO .......................................................... WILDRED RICHARDSON
THE PEST ..................................................... CECIL MULLIKIN